An electronic poll was conducted to review proposals submitted for the January 18, 2011 meeting. The following proposals were submitted and approved as indicated.

1. Proposal submitted from Criminal Justice/History and Social Sciences to eliminate the following courses from the catalog due to course reductions:

   **HERITAGE RESOURCES (HR)**
   5010. EXPLORING HERITAGE RESOURCES.
   5020. HERITAGE EDUCATION.
   5100. WRITING THE PAST
   5120. PROJECT THESIS PROPOSAL
   5200. HERITAGE RESOURCE METHODS I
   5220. HERITAGE RESOURCE METHODS II.
   5240. HERITAGE INTERPRETATION
   5300. APPROACHING THE PAST: THEORY AND READINGS
   5400. HERITAGE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: CARING FOR CULTURE’S CLUTTER
   5420. ETHICS AND ADMINISTRATION IN HERITAGE RESOURCERESELMANAGEMENT
   5500. INTERNSHIP IN HERITAGE RESOURCES
   5520. PRACTICUM IN HERITAGE RESOURCES.
   5600. TIME, PLACE AND PEOPLE: INTEGRATED RESEARCH SEMINAR
   5700. SPECIAL TOPICS SEMINAR IN HERITAGE RESOURCES.
   5880. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN HERITAGE RESOURCES.
   5900. PROJECT THESIS

   **HISTORIC PRESERVATION (HPRE)**
   5150. AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE BEFORE 1860
   5160. AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE AFTER 1860
   5200. MATERIALS CONSERVATION
   5500. METHODS AND CONCEPTS IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION
   5600. CONSERVING HISTORIC STRUCTURES.

   This proposal was approved.
2. A proposal was submitted from the School of Creative and Performing Arts to remove the following courses from the catalog:
   ART 5040
   ART 5150
   ART 5410
   This proposal was approved.

Graduate Council Members voting were:
John Dollar       yes
Barbara Duchardt   yes
Tommy Hailey      yes
Kathryn Kelly     yes
Ronald McBride    yes
Malena McLaren    yes
Norann Planchock  yes
Michael Yankowski yes

Respectfully submitted,

Dr. Steven G. Horton, Chair

Approved:

Dr. Lisa Abney, Vice-President            Dr. Randall J. Webb, President